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a b s t r a c t 

Online social networking websites provide platforms through which users can express opinions and pref- 

erences on a multitude of items and topics, and follow users and information, and flood it by retweeting. 

User-user interests vary, and based on the users’ interests, they can be grouped to multiple implicit in- 

terest communities. However, every interaction and user may not be trustworthy. Capturing the user’s 

interaction with others, and predicting user interest and trust from the interactions are important parts 

of social media analytics. In this paper, we propose community clustering for implicit community detec- 

tion based on trust and interest modeling. The trust modeling is weighted by the user’s interests to group 

the users in multiple clusters having higher interest and trust similarity within a cluster. The proposed 

community clustering algorithm begins by ranking the nodes by the weighted degree and then selecting 

the initial community centers that are not in the neighbors of each other’s. We then assign the user to 

the community with whom the user has the higher interest and trust similarity and higher common con- 

nections topology. We provide a probabilistic trust model to predict the unknown reliable trust between 

users considering their friends. We model user interests based on preferences and opinions, as well as 

the content experienced in social media. Furthermore, we evaluate the proposed algorithm comparing 

publicly available datasets with well-known algorithms for clustering quality. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The rapid development of web technologies such as web2.0/3.0,

online social networks (OSNs), multi-device platforms, and com-

munications technology has enabled people to express their prefer-

ences on products and share opinions on various topics en masse.

Social media platforms are transforming the ways people live and

interact, and as well as how they do business and market products.

OSNs provide platforms for information sharing but also cause an

information overload problem, uncertainty and risk of reliability of

information from various users. Recommender systems (RSs) over-

come the information overload problem and provide personalized

services and content to enhance users’ continuity and belonging

on social websites. RSs are the applications and web-based tools

that employ user preferences, opinions, and experienced items and

products to predict the users’ interests and suggest personalized

items for them going forward [1–4] . Users’ interests are broad and
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ary, but are also sometimes heterogeneous interactions depending

n various factors such as the topic of interest, time and spatial

ocation that lead to the sparsity issue for finding user-user inter-

st similarity. Communities’ detection algorithms group users with

imilar interests and similar nature of interactions to improve the

parsity issues and efficiency of recommendation algorithms [5–6] .

OSNs are complex networks and can be modeled by a

raph G ( U , V ), where U is the list of users or items, and V repre-

ents the set of edges showing the relationship between the users

r items. For example, the relationship might be the friendship on

acebook. Communities are the subgraphs within an OSN (in a so-

ial graph) having higher nodes and edge density within the sub-

raph and low among the subgraphs [7] . Community detection in

etwork analysis is one of the most fundamental and important

asks in many fields and research areas such as sub-markets iden-

ification [8] for products and brand awareness, sexual exploita-

ion of children [9] , and bacterial communities in water [10] . The

erms ‘community’ and ‘cluster’ [11] appear interchangeably, but

he main difference is that clustering partitions the graph. Indeed,

very node belongs to exactly one cluster wherein the communi-

ies’ – but especially overlapping communities’ – nodes may be-

ong to more than one cluster. Communities extract the useful in-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chaos.2017.05.041
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ormation from the network and explore the network structure.

ommunities’ detection focuses mostly on edge density to group

he users, but there is nevertheless a risk of uncertainty and re-

iability concerning the users in the group [12] . In this paper, we

ropose community detection to group those users with high trust

nd similar interests between them in one community in OSNs. 

Trust is the subjective probability of belief about a person or

he objective degree of users’ previous knowledge and experience

13] . People regularly require the opinion of family, friends and ac-

uaintances on whom one trusts more to decide even very small

hings like where to eat, which movie to watch, and so on [14] .

ocial connectedness of users in OSNs has changed interactions,

haring and collaborating but also increased the risk of uncertainty

nd reliability to accept the information increases. Trust is getting

ttention in OSNs because it improves the cooperation and inter-

ctions among SN members, as well as reducing uncertainties and

isk from unreliable users and therefore mitigating the information

verload problem. Abdul-Rahman et al. [13] , defined three types of

rusts: (i). Interpersonal trust : where an agent has direct trust of

nother agent (agent and context specific) (ii). System/Impersonal

rust : this type of trust is not based on any property or state of

he trustee but rather on perceived properties or reliance on the

ystem wherein that trust exists (iii). Dispositional/Basic Trust : This

ype of trust refers to the general attitude of trusting. The user can

rovide trust value by providing a true explicit value but most of

he time it is difficult and the user does not provide the value [15] .

n this paper, we suggest the probabilistic trust model to predict

he unknown trust values between two unfamiliar users consider-

ng the trustworthy paths that connects these users. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly

ntroduces the background and related works. The proposed social

rust and interests based dynamic communities’ detection for per-

onalized recommendation appears in Section 3 . Section 4 exhibits

he simulation results and compares them with other schemes and

lgorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

. Background and related works 

The scope of this paper is closely related to the users’ interest

dentification and personalization in the heterogeneous social me-

ia, as well as trust finding and propagation in the OSNs between

sers, and detections of communities. 

.1. Predicting user interest, and personalization of products/content 

or a user 

The surge of the OSNs has enabled users to generate content

nd share it at any time and from any location. Rapoport [58] first

evealed the importance of degree distribution for information dis-

emination and propagation in the OSNs. Understanding and cap-

uring the user’s interest from heterogeneous interactions in the

SNs are critical tasks [16] due to tackling and analyzing struc-

ured and unstructured content. OSNs provide the medium for

haring en masse but also increase the information overload prob-

em. RSs are the application tools and web-based services that use

ser opinions, preferences, interactions and products they have ex-

erienced to personalize the user services such as movies, games,

nd advertisements [1–4] . The core of the RSs is the recommen-

ation algorithm, classified into three main types: collaborative fil-

ering recommendations, content based filtering, and hybrid rec-

mmendation approaches. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) RSs acquire user ratings on products

r product features, and learn the user interests from ratings so

s to personalize the product [1–4,17–18] . CF uses the ratings of

ntold numbers of users to find similarity user-user or item-item

o personalize the items for a given user [19] . Based on ratings
nformation usage the CF algorithms are divided into main cate-

ories as follows: (i) Memory-based CF [20] uses the entire rat-

ngs to predict users’ interest and personalize the recommendation

uch as K-nearest neighbors (KNN) approach [21] . Memory-based

F algorithms are easy to implement but as the size of the rat-

ng data increases, so does the likelihood of sparsity and scalabil-

ty issues. (ii) Model-based CF [24] uses the rating information to

reate a training model for generating recommendations such as

atrix factorization [22–23] , a Bayesian classifier [25] , neural net-

orks [26–27] , and clustering [3–4] . The model-based CF improves

he sparsity issues and computational efficiency by using reduced

eatures instead of the whole dataset. 

The content-based filtering (CBF) RSs use products/items fea-

ures and attributes such as movies genres, product description

nd keywords to make recommendations to the user [4,28–29] .

erman et al. [30] provided a structured description of multimedia

ontent and user profile to filter personalized user content. Deld-

oo et al. [31] proposed techniques to analyze the video contents

nd automatically extract the video stylistic features such lighting,

olor, and motion for a CBF-based recommendation system. CBF-

ased RSs do not consider the user’s rating information, and they

ssume that items with similar features and attributes are rated

imilarly by users. CBF algorithms have the limitation of require-

ents of the structural information and useful structured data,

uch as movie-genre-based recommendations [32] ; however, this

s ineffective for unstructured data. CBF restricts the users to prod-

cts that have similar features and attributes previously experi-

nced by users, though they cannot recommend different features. 

Hybrid RSs use CF or CBF (or a combination) with any other

ontext information such as demographics or location [4,33–34] .

ybrid RSs can be [35] : W eighted , which combines recommen-

ations together to produce a single recommendation; S witching,

hich depends on the situation switch between various recom-

endation schemes; Mixed, which presents recommendations at

he same time from several recommendation techniques; Feature

ombination , which employs a single recommendation method

ombining features from various recommender systems; Feature

ugmentation is the output of one recommendation used as an in-

ut feature to another; Cascade involves one recommendation that

efines recommendations given by another; and finally, Multi-Level

s a model learned by one and input to the other. Hybrid RSs im-

rove the sparsity and cold start issues of the CFs methods. 

.2. Trust in online social networks 

Trust plays a major role in twenty-first century online social

ife by facilitating coordination and cooperation for mutual ben-

fits and is the product of past experiences and perceived trust-

orthiness [36] . People constantly modify and upgrade their trust

n others based on their feelings in response to changing circum-

tances. OSNs provide the platform to generate user-centric con-

ent and share it with a large number of individuals, but those

sers are uncertain about the reliability of information those shar-

ng it. Reliable information can be provided by acquiring the trust

alue in another user/product explicitly or implicitly from the user

37] . The online products reviewing and sharing community ( http:

/epinion.com/ ) allows users to express their opinions regarding

rust and maintains a web-trusted network in which edge shows

1” (trust), “−1” (distrust) and “0 ′′ (neutral). However most of the

imes, the user does not provide trust explicitly in another user;

any trust inference models have been developed to infer trust in

SNs [38] . Kim and Song [39] provided the reinforcement learning-

ased trust inference model to find a reliable trust path from the

ource node to the unknown target node. Bedi et al. [14] proposed

 trust-based RS that stores knowledge in the form of ontologies

nd generates recommendations based on trust between users. 

http://epinion.com/
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Fig. 1. Architecture of community clustering based on social trust modeling weighted by the users’ interests in online social networks. 
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2.3. Communities detection in online social networks 

Understanding network structure and dynamics, and the detec-

tion of communities has been a fundamental challenge in networks

to provide user personalized services. Newman [40,41] proposed

Modularity function that adopted a fast community detection algo-

rithm to increase the detection speed and quality of the commu-

nity. Community detection based on divisive hierarchical clustering

finds the community structure, (i) calculate the betweenness for all

the edges (ii) remove the highest betweenness edge (iii) recalcu-

late the betweenness of all edges affected by the removal (iv) steps

(ii) and (iii) are repeated until no edges remain [42] . Kim and Kim

[43] proposed detecting optimal overlapping and hierarchical com-

munities in the complex networks using interaction-based edge

clustering. They considered complex network topology but also

interactions-based edge weights to identify overlapping and hier-

archical communities. Node popularities-based overlapping com-

munities’ detection is proposed in [44–45] . The authors consid-

ered node popularity to decide whether to include the node in the

community and adopted the hierarchical Bayesian scheme to find

communities. This helped in adaptively shrinking or removing ir-

relevant communities. Clique Percolation Method [46] was the first

method based on overlapping community detection in the complex

networks. Eustace et al. [47] proposed using local neighborhood-

based community detection in the networks. Liang et al. [56] pro-

posed an iterative searching algorithm for community detection in

a graph. A community description model is provided that consid-

ers simultaneously a node “local importance” in a community and

a node “important concentration” in all communities. If a node has

more neighbors in a community then it has more local importance

and importance concentration is if a node has high “local impor-

tance” in a community rather than other communities, the node

has high responsibility to it. A node is assigned to a community

based on a similarity measure and at each iteration the descrip-

tion model is updated. A density-based community clustering al-

gorithm using local expansion method is proposed [57] . The algo-

rithm is based on the structural centrality, which incorporates local

density of nodes and relative distance between clusters. Ginestra

et al. [59] proposed triadic closure based basic generating mecha-

nism of communities in complex networks. High community clus-

tering coefficients imply high number of triads (triangles) in the

network, and more triads are formed between nodes of the same

cluster than the nodes of different clusters. In Ref. [60] , the au-

thors studied collaboration network of science and movies actors

as a multiplex network where the node have different relationship.

The relationships are represented by the graphs or layers. A model

is proposed to grow multiplex networks based on mechanisms of

τ  
ntra and inter triadic closure which mimic the real collaboration

rocess. 

. The proposed community clustering based on social trust 

odeling weighted by the user interests in OSNs 

In this section, we present the community clustering using so-

ial trust relationship and user’s interests. The objective is to find

ommunities having higher internal edge density with social trust

nd interest within the community, as well as minimize the influ-

nce of external edges between the communities. Fig. 1 shows the

rchitecture and scheme of detection of communities using social

rust and interests of users in OSNs. First, we map user interests

nd social trust into a directed weighted graph and then use the

odeled social graph to cluster the nodes. 

.1. Probabilistic modeling of the social trust between users in OSNs 

Trust is the subjective degree of belief that a user has in an-

ther user, while reputation is the accumulation of objective views

f belief in a certain user’s expertise from the whole online com-

unity members [48] . In OSNs, the user can provide the trust

alue explicitly but most of the time the user at first fails to pro-

ide trust and is also unfamiliar with most of the users when they

nitially join the SNS. A Facebook study [49] showed that the user

an reach another user on an average of 4.7 hops (edges). Consid-

ring this fact and also that users have more trust in direct friends

nd friends-of-friends, we propose the probabilities trust model-

ng that considers two hops between the source node to the tar-

et node as a means of predicting unknown trust value between

hem. Fig. 2 shows the pictorial example to overview the proposed

robabilistic trust modeling between the users. To explain the con-

ept, we assumed simple networks graphs where the edge weight

epresents the trust of one user on another. In Fig. 2 (a) the edge

eights are based on the trust analysis of a community of so-

ial network site, Advogato [61] where a user can provide a trust

alue {0.6, 0.8, 1} on other user in the network. Fig. 2 (b) is based

n ( http://epinion.com/ ) allows users to express their opinions re-

arding trust and maintains a web-trusted network in which edge

hows “1 ′′ (trust), “−1 ′′ (distrust) and “0 ′′ (neutral). However most

f the times, the user does not provide trust explicitly in another

ser. 

We predict the trust from the source to the unknown target

onsidering the two hops to reach the target node. The trust from

ource A to the target C in Fig. 2 (a) is predicted by Eq. (1 ). 

( A , C ) = 1 − 1 

| S | 
∑ 

j∈ S 

(
1 − p AB j p B j C 

)α; α > 0 (1)

http://epinion.com/
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Fig. 2. Probabilistic trust modeling overview from source node to the target unknown node (a) Probability trust values between users based on the concept of trust analysis 

in social network website, Advogato (b) Categorical trust values between users based on ( http://epinion.com/ ). 
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here S is the set of nodes that join the node A to node C , and

 shows the trust belief one user has in other. α is the tunable

arameter to predict the trust value, and for simplicity in this pa-

er we estimated using ( α ∼= 

log ( 0 . 5 ) 
log ( 〈 τ〉 ) ) and 〈 τ〉 is the average trust

alue in the network. Considering that Fig. 2 (a) is part of the graph

n which 〈 τ〉 = 0 . 8 , so α∼= 

3.1 and τ( A , C ) ∼= 

0.71. 

To predict the trust value in the web trusted network where

sers provide trust in others user such as “1 ′ ’ trustworthy, “−1 ′ ’
ntrustworthy and “0 ′ ’ neutral, we used Eq. (2 ) considering Fig.

 (b). 

( A , C ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

1 ; P tAC 

P tAC + N tAC 

> . 55 

−1 ; P tAC 

P tAC + N tAC 

< . 45 

0 ; . 45 ≤ P tAC 

P tAC + N tAC 

≤ . 55 

(2) 

here; 

 AC = 

∑ 

( j∈ P ) ∩ ( p AB ∩ p BC =1 ) 

1 

 AC = 1 − P AC 

P is the number of paths from A to C , P t AC are the positive trust

aths and N t AC are the negative trust paths. 

.2. Modeling user-user interests similarity graph based on users’ 

nterests 

The development of web2.0/3.0 and communication technolo-

ies gather user interests explicitly in terms of rating values or

tars, or implicitly from the user interactions with online web-

ites. In this paper, we consider that users provide their interests

n terms of rating on the experienced item/product value from 1–5.

e model the user-user similarity weighted graph from the users-

tems graph using the cosine similarity Eq. (3). 

im ( u , v ) = 

r u . r v 

| | r u | | | | r v | | (3) 

here r u and r v are the co-rated items by the users u and v respec-

ively. Fig. 3 shows the pictorial overview of the user-user similar-

ty weighted graph modeling from the users-items bipartite graph.

able 1 shows the matrix representation of the graph. 
.3. Modeling the social graph based on user-user interest similarity 

nd social trust modeled graphs 

We model the social graph considering the user-user inter-

sts similarity graph and social trust graph by assigning differ-

nt weights to the users’ interests’ similarity and trust. The edge

eight in the modeled social graph can be found using Eq. (4 ). 

 ( u , v ) = β sim ( u , v ) + 

(
1 − β

)
τ( u , v ) (4) 

here β ∈ [ 0, 1 ] is a tunable parameter to adjust the weights of

ser-user interest similarity and the trust between users. The mod-

led social graph is a weighted directed network because the trust

s directed although the user-user similarity graph is weighted

nd undirected. Fig. 4 shows the overview of the proposed social

raph using the user-user interest similarity and social trust with

= 0 . 6 . 

.4. Community clustering using the modeled edge weights of 

ser-user interest similarity and social trust 

The general concept of the community regards a subgraph of

 graph that has highly connected topological nodes that maxi-

ize the internal edge density within a community and maximize

he external edge density with other communities. We cluster user

nterests and trust-based modeled weighted directed graph into

ommunities with higher trust and interest weighted edge density.

e propose a dynamic community detection algorithm consist-

ng of three steps to cluster the modeled weighted directed graph.

irst, we select the set of nodes as the initial community centers

ith the highest weighted and topological connections with their

eighbors and each center node should be at least 2-hops from the

ther center nodes. Second, we assign the node to a community

ith which the node has higher weighted similarity and topologi-

al connections. Third, we use the hierarchical clustering to merge

he communities if needed and improve the community structure

sing the quality function. 

.4.1. Selection of initial centers’ of communities in OSNs 

Identification of Initial centers of communities/clusters is a key

hallenge in finding the communities with minimum processing

ime and maximizes the internal edge density, simultaneously

http://epinion.com/
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Fig. 3. Modeling the user-user interest similarity graph based on users’ interests (a) users-items bipartite graph (b) user-user similarity graph. 

Table 1. 

Matrix representation of the graph (a) matrix of users-items bipartite graph (b) users-user interests sim- 

ilarity based adjacency matrix. 

Users Items Users Users 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 U 1 U 2 U 3 U 4 U 5 

U 1 5 3 – 1 – 5 U 1 1 0.633 0.981 0.996 0.970 

U 2 – 2 – 3 – 1 U 2 0.633 1 0.707 0.894 0.949 

U 3 5 – – 2 2 4 U 3 0.981 0.707 1 0.994 0.984 

U 4 4 3 – – – 4 U 4 1 0.894 0.994 1 0.989 

U 5 – 4 – – 3 4 U 5 0.970 0.949 0.984 0.989 1 

Fig. 4. Modeling the social graph using user-user interests similarity and social trust (a). user-user interest similarity (b). social trust graph (c). proposed social graph. 
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minimizing the external edge. Mostly, the current algorithms ei-

ther select the initial centers randomly or use a higher degree,

but mostly the high degree nodes have many common nodes.

We proposed the initial nodes selection algorithm that have high

weighted degree and each center node should be at lease 2-hops

away from each other considering the nodes selected by high de-

gree centrality have a large number of common nodes [50] and

the Facebook anatomy [49] (that user can reach to another user an

average 4.7 hops). Going forward [50] , we first rank the nodes by

weighted degree and then we select the initial community centers
rom the highly ranked nodes that are at least 2-hops from each

ther. Eq. (5 ) finds the node ranking centrality: 

 C k = 

∑ 

l ∈ K 

( w kl + w lk ) (5)

here NC k is the centrality ranking value of node k , and K are the

rst neighbors of k , while w kl is the weighted out-degree and w lk 

s the weighted in-degree. After ranking the nodes, we select the

nitial nodes as communities among the high ranked nodes that

hould be at least 2-hops from each other. Algorithm 1 provides
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he initial centers selection mechanism in the weighted modeled

irected graph. 

.4.2. Community clustering using the modeled weighted directed 

raph 

To cluster the user interests and trust based modeled edges into

ommunities, we used similarity function for assigning a node to

he community cluster using Eq. (6 ). 

 kc = γ

∑ 

j∈ c o nodes 

(
w jk + w k j 

)
∑ 

l∈ K ( w kl + w lk ) 
+ ( 1 − γ ) 

| c o nodes | 
| K | (6) 

S kc is the similarity value of the node k to the community c and

as value from [0, 1]. co nodes are the nodes from the community

hat share edges with the node k , and γ is the tunable parameter

eeded for incorporating the edge weights and topology. Similarity

unction introduced two main parts. 

∑ 

j∈ c o nodes 
( w jk + w k j ) ∑ 

l∈ K ( w kl + w lk ) 
is the ratio

f weighted edges a node shared with a community. A node with

ighest ratio with a community will have higher probability to be

ssigned to that community. 
| c o nodes | | K| is the ratio of topology the

ode k shared with a community. 

We introduced T sim 

(Similarity Threshold) for not assigning a

ode directly to a community. Existing algorithms directly assign

he node to a community although their similarity may be 0.001.

he similarity threshold S kc ≥ T sim 

selects the candidate communi-

ies if applies and among them a community that node has higher

imilarity with it. We use Eq. (7 ) as cluster quality function ( Q ) of

aximizing the internal weighted edge density within a commu-

ity and minimizing the edges among the communities. Q is the

atio of communities’ internal weighted edges densities to the to-

al weighted edges density. 

 = 

∑ C 

c=1 

∑ K c 
i 

∑ K c 
j 

w i j 

W 

(7) 

To find better community clusters, the Q value should be maxi-

ized until Q converges (no further changes). C represents the to-

al number of communities, K c is the number of nodes in a com-

unity, and w ij is the weight of an internal edge within a com-

unity connecting nodes i and j – i and j should be within a single

ommunity. Fig. 5 shows the pictorial overview of the proposed

ommunity clustering algorithm. Fig. 5 a shows some intermediate

teps toward community clustering, and C = 2 represents two com-

unities. K 1 = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } has 5 nodes and K 2 = { 6 , 7 , 8 } has 3

odes, and Q = 0 . 72 . Fig. 5 b shows the assignment of node = { 9 }
o one of the communities (either c 1 or c 2) based on the node sim-

larity threshold and we assume T sim 

≥ .7 in this figure and the

ode similarity Eq. (6 ). S 91 = . 9 ∗ ( 1 . 1 
1 . 1+1 . 5+1 . 5 ) + . 1 ∗ ( 1 3 ) = 0 . 2748

nd S 92 = . 9 ∗ ( 3 . 0 
1 . 1+1 . 5+1 . 5 ) + . 1 ∗ ( 2 3 ) = 0 . 7252 , S 91 < T sim 

and S 91 

 T sim 

. As a result, we assigned the node = { 9 } to c 2 and the

alue of Q is updated and Q = 0 . 8828 . Algorithm 2 shows the pro-

edure of the proposed community clustering based on the mod-

led weighted directed graph, which is in turn based on the users’

nterests weighted by the social trust. The algorithm continues to

ssign nodes to different communities until one of these three con-

itions are achieved (i) No node remains to assign it to a com-

unity ii) The maximum iterations specified are achieved iii) The

luster quality function Q converges (means its value become con-

tant and does not change further.) 

.4.3. Merging of detected communities 

We extended the community merging of [5] . First, we selected

he initial communities approximately 2 to 3 time more than the

equired number of communities to detect. Initial communities are

btained using the proposed community clustering Algorithm 2 .

fter detecting the initial communities first we check, is there any
ommunity that has only one node and we remove that commu-

ity and then using the Step 2-Step 4 assign that nodes to the

ommunity with whom it has higher similarity. After that, we

erge the communities to obtain the required number of commu-

ities, and we perform the merging recursively. We perform the

ommunity merging by first finding the merging cost using Eq. (8 ).

pq = 

∑ 

w∈ ( p∩ q ) w 

out 
pq 

min ( 
∑ 

w∈ p w 

in 
p , 

∑ 

w∈ q w 

in 
q ) 

(8) 

here in the Eq. (8 ), the numerator shows the sum of the

eighted edges that connect the two communities’ p and q means

he external edges. The denominator shows the internal edges

eighted sum of the communities and take the minimum of them.

e sort the merging communities by the merging cost in descend-

ng order and select the first one and merge these two communi-

ies. The communities merging procedure continues until getting

he required number of communities. 

. Results and discussion 

We evaluated the proposed algorithm using a publicly available

ataset, and compared our results with state of the art algorithms

uch as KM clustering [51] , Modularity-based communities [52] ,

nd Girvan Newman Clustering [42] . For modeling and testing of

he algorithms, we also used two publicly available datasets and

etails of the datasets are given in the below subsection. 

.1. Dataset description and modeling/preprocessing of the dataset 

The details of the dataset we used in the simulation appear in

able 2 . We did not consider the trust and interests loops in this

aper. In the dataset, every user did not rate every movie and also

id not provide the trust on every other user. 

On FilmTrust-Movies website, a user provides trust rating when

e adds someone as a friend. When users are providing trust, they

re advised to rate their friends trust about movies. To model

he users’ interests-based social weighted undirected graph, we

onsider that at least 3-movies should be rated in common be-

ween two users in the FilmTrust Dataset and 10-movies in the

iaoDVD dataset. The directed weighted graph is modeled consid-

ring β = 0 . 6 . 

.2. Result of community clustering based on trust weighted by the 

nterests modeled weighted directed graph 

The community clustering algorithm mostly selects the initial

enters either randomly or the nodes of the highest degree as de-

cribed in [5] . But most of the time, the nodes selected as initial

enters overlap each other without helping to converge the clus-

ers’ quality function in less processing time, and also to produce

igher quality clusters. Tables 3 and 4 shows the Top-10 ranked

odes in the FilmTrust Movies and CiaoDVD dataset respectively

n the Trust network dataset. In the proposed initial communi-

ies’ center selection, when the highest weighted degree is se-

ected as initial community center its direct (first) neighbors are

ot considered for center selection. Tables 3 and 4 clearly de-

icts that the Top-10 initial communities’ centers selected removed

he direct neighbors and each of the initial center is 2-hops from

ach other. Fig. 6 shows the first neighbors of the node id-509 in

he FilmTrust-Movies. It clearly depicts that the node-509 has the

ighest weighted degree and topology. Since the node id-188 and

ode-628 are the direct neighbors of it and not 2-hops away so

hey are not taken as initial communities’ centers and similarly

he other nodes should fulfil the Algorithm 1 . It clearly shows that

ost Top-10 ranked nodes in the modeled weighted directed graph
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Fig. 5. Proposed community clustering based on modeling user interests weighted by trust (a) depicts two communities with internal and external edges (b) depicts node 

assignment to a community (c1 or c2). 

Table 2. 

Datasets statistics and parameter description. 

Datsets User interests ratings information User trust information 

Users Items Rating scales Users Links Trust scale 

FilmTrust-Movies [53] 1508 2071 [0.5, 4.0] 1642 1853 {0,1} 

CiaoDVD-Movies [54] 17,615 16,121 [1,5] 4658 40,133 {0,1} 

Table 3. 

(FilmTrust Dataset): Top-10 ranked nodes (nodes ID) in the Trust Dataset and the 

modeled directed weighted graph of trust weighted by interest and the initial 

communities centers nodes ID. 

Rank 

Top-10 nodes 

in Trust Dataset 

Top-10 nodes in 

proposed modeled 

graph 

Top-10 initial centers to 

initialize community 

clustering (2-hops away) 

1 509 509 509 

2 188 188 938 

3 628 628 79 

4 29 1398 433 

5 1398 546 272 

6 433 1147 452 

7 546 1187 1212 

8 436 436 918 

9 1147 716 1159 

10 716 965 319 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 

(CiaoDVD Dataset): Top-10 ranked nodes (Nodes ID) in the Trust Dataset and the 

modeled directed weighted graph of trust weighted by interest and the initial 

communities centers nodes ID. 

Rank 

Top-10 nodes 

in Trust Dataset 

Top-10 nodes in 

proposed modeled 

graph 

Top-10 initial centers to 

initialize community 

clustering (2-hops away) 

1 17,750 17,750 17,750 

2 8076 8076 5228 

3 5228 5228 356 

4 12,239 1906 1422 

5 1906 12,239 1973 

6 3377 3377 17,764 

7 4613 4613 3568 

8 13,204 1607 897 

9 3484 13,204 20,235 

10 17,923 3484 1257 

c  

a

 

m  
are distinct when considering the direct trust. The initial centers

nodes selected by the proposed algorithm can minimize the over-

lapped nodes in the initial nodes assignment, expediting cluster

convergences. Fig. 7 visualizes the Top-10 nodes selected as initial
ommunity centers to cluster the users in the datasets of FilmTrust

nd CiaoDVD, respectively. 

Fig. 8 shows the performance comparison of the proposed com-

unity clustering with the KM Clustering. KM clustering method
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Fig. 6. Overview of the direct (first) neighbors of the Node Id-509 in the FilmTrust- 

Movies modeled weighted directed graph. 
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Algorithm 1. initial centers selection for communities detection in modeled 

users’ interest weighted by Trust. 

Input: G(U,V,W) - modeled directed weighted graph of users’ interest 

weighted by trust, n - number of initial centers of communities, 

Output: C -list of nodes ids as initial communities centers 

Procedure: 

Step 1: Ranking nodes in G 

- Compute the weighted degree of each node in G using Eq. (5 ) 

- SL- Sorted list of the nodes by weighted degree in descending order 

- C = ϕ- initialize the list of initial communities centers 

Step 2: Finding the list of initial communities centers 

- While (length(C) < n) do 

- l = max ( SL ) 

- C = l ∪ C
- l _ neighbors = find the first neighbors of l 

- SL = SL − l − l _ neighbor

- End While 

Fig. 8. Clustering quality performance comparison of the proposed community 

clustering with the KM clustering for the modeled weighted directed network of 

FilmTrust Dataset. 

F

i

s based on node weighting by density of local neighborhood and

utward traversal from a locally dense seed to isolate the dense

egions according to given parameters. It works in three stages

) node weighting ii) complex prediction and iii) optionally post-

rocessing for filtering or adding node in the resulting complexes

hrough certain connectivity criteria. The node weighting mecha-

ism, weights all nodes based on their local network density using

he highest k-core of the vertex neighborhood. The complex pre-

iction takes the vertex weighted graph as an input, seeds a com-

lex with the highest weighted node and recursively moves out-

ard from the seed node, including nodes in the complex whose
ig. 7. Pictorial overview of the initial community centers’ selection by the suggested algorithm (a). Top-10 initial communities centers in FilmTrust Dataset (b). Top-10 

nitial communities centers in CiaoDVD Dataset. 
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Fig. 9. Illustration of communities identified in the FilmTrust Dataset (a,c). 9 and 23 communities (clusters) identified by the proposed community clustering and red color 

nodes are not assigned to any cluster. (b,d) 9 and 23 communities (clusters) identified by the KM clustering and white color nodes with black outer are not assigned to any 

cluster. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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6  
weight is above a given threshold, which is a given percentage

away from the weight of the seed node. The post-processing fil-

tered out the complexes if at least 2-core (graph of minimum de-

gree 2) are not contained in the complexes. The KM clustering con-

siders mainly the k -core value and other parameters to find the

clusters. We used the K-core value {3, 2 and 1} and detect the {9,

23 and 39} clusters respectively. We used Eq. (7 ) as acluster qual-

ity function that considers the ratio of the communities’ internal

edges weights to all the edges weights in the data set. In the pro-

posed community clustering, we first find the numbers of initial

communities centers approximately three times of the communi-

ties’ required to detect and then merge the communities to get the

required number of communities. To detect the number of clusters

{9, 23 and 39}, the initial number of clusters are {27, 69 and 117}

respectively, and γ = 0.8. Fig. 8 clearly depicts the proposed com-

munity clustering have better performance for all settings of the

cluster detection. Fig. 9 illustrates to visualize the clusters in the

FilmTrust Dataset. It clearly shows that he proposed community
lustering have denser and better clusters. We used Gephi [55] for

isualization and finding the KM and modularity based clustering. 

Fig. 10 shows the performance comparison of the proposed

ommunity clustering with the modularity based community clus-

ering in the FilmTrust and CiaoDVD datasets. In the FilmTrust

ataset, for the modularity based community clustering, we used

he randomized, edge weights and resolution {1, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.4}

hat produces the number of clusters {110, 113, 120 and 130} re-

pectively. For the proposed community clustering we used 300

nitial clusters centers to detect the communities and then us-

ng merging of communities we detect the required communities

110, 113, 120 and 130}. In the CiaoDVD dataset, for the modularity

ased clustering, we used resolution {1, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.5} that pro-

uces the number of clusters {52, 65, 68 and 70} respectively. For

he proposed community clustering, we used the 175 initial com-

unities and then using the merging we find the communities {52,

5, 68 and 70} respectively. Fig. 10 (a) and (b) clearly depicts that
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Fig. 10. Clustering quality performance comparison of the proposed community clustering with the modularity based clustering (A). FilmTrust Dataset (b). CiaoDVD Dataset. 

Algorithm 2. Community clustering based on modeled users’ interest weighted 

by Trust. 

Input: G(U,V,W) - modeled directed weighted graph, C - number of communities, 

T sim - similarity threshold to assign node to a community, max_iter - maximum 

number of iteration 

Output: c1,c2,——-,cn- n communities label for the graph G 

Procedure: 

Step 1: Initial communities centers with natural community selection 

- Select the initial community centers with natural communities using 

Algorithm 1 

Step 2: Node assignment to the Community 

- Find node sets S that share edges with communities but not in any 

community until now. 

- for every node k in S do 

- for c in C do 

-Find the node k similarity ( S kc ) with the community c using Eq. (6 ) 

- if ( S kc ≥ T sim ) do 

- Select c as a candidate community and add it to 

candid_communities 

- Add S kc to a temporary_ similarity_variable 

- end if 

- end for 

-Sort the candid_communities in ascending order w.r.t S kc of temporary_ 

similarity_variable. 

-Select the first community c in the sorted list and assign k to the c . 

- end for 

Step 3: Check the community cluster quality 

- Find the community cluster quality ( Q ) using Eq. (7 ) 

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2–3 Until 

- Q is converged || max _iter is achieved || no further node to assign it to a 

community 
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he proposed community clustering have better performance and

etect better communities’ clusters. 

. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a method of community clustering for im-

licit communities detection based on the trust modeling weighted

y the user’s interest in a given OSN. First, we modeled the di-

ected weighted network by incorporating the user’s interest sim-

larity and modeled trust. We proposed the probabilistic trust

odel to predict the unknown trust between users because most

f the time, the user did not provide trust value explicitly. We pre-

icted the user-user interest similarity based on their preferences

nd the content experienced in the social network. Second, we
lustered the users in the trust weighted by user interest modeled

etwork; this grouped the users with higher trust and greater in-

erest similarity. The proposed clustering algorithm first ranked the

odes by the weighted degree and selected the community cen-

ers that are not direct neighbors, thereby minimizing the cluster-

ng convergence time and providing a way to find efficient com-

unity clusters. We assigned the user to the community having

igher trust and interest weighted similarity and higher common

odes of topological connections. We then evaluate the cluster-

ng quality of the proposed community clustering with other well-

nown approaches for two publicly available datasets, and the re-

ults showed that the proposed community clustering algorithm

fficiently analyzes the community structure by exhibiting a higher

eighted community subgraph within a community and lower one

or other communities. 
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